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Lepton Jet + SM Jet

Production modes

2 lepton Jets  (+ MET) (+SM Jets)

Lepton Jet + (Photon/Iso Leptons)

Jet + Dark DY

Susy LSP to dark sector

Z/Z’ to dark  particles 

Direct dark particle production

(Shih &Thomas to appear)



Two-Lepton Lepton Jets
2 oppositely signed leptons in a small cone
Need more handles to get away from backgrounds
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4-lepton lepton jet (single core)
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Had Iso vs EM Iso



Usefulness/Danger of invariant masses

Gets away from SM continuum backgorund
But may be multiple resonances &/or missing particles

Taking pairwise invariant masses, total invariant mass



Additional Radiation

Challenge with Isolation

Motivates studying Had Iso vs EM Iso

m!
>! 700 MeV

6 40. Plots of cross sections and related quantities

! and R in e+e! Collisions
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Figure 40.6: World data on the total cross section of e+e! ! hadrons and the ratio R(s) = !(e+e! ! hadrons, s)/!(e+e! ! µ+µ!, s).
!(e+e! ! hadrons, s) is the experimental cross section corrected for initial state radiation and electron-positron vertex loops, !(e+e! !
µ+µ!, s) = 4"#2(s)/3s. Data errors are total below 2 GeV and statistical above 2 GeV. The curves are an educative guide: the broken one
(green) is a naive quark-parton model prediction, and the solid one (red) is 3-loop pQCD prediction (see “Quantum Chromodynamics” section
of this Review, Eq. (9.12) or, for more details, K. G. Chetyrkin et al., Nucl. Phys. B586, 56 (2000) (Erratum ibid. B634, 413 (2002)).
Breit-Wigner parameterizations of J/$, $(2S), and % (nS), n = 1, 2, 3, 4 are also shown. The full list of references to the original data and the
details of the R ratio extraction from them can be found in [arXiv:hep-ph/0312114]. Corresponding computer-readable data files are available
at http://pdg.lbl.gov/current/xsect/. (Courtesy of the COMPAS (Protvino) and HEPDATA (Durham) Groups, August 2007. Corrections
by P. Janot (CERN) and M. Schmitt (Northwestern U.))

Caveats for
Combinatorics could hurt sensitivity

J. Ruderman (to appear)
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Figure 3: Left: Cartoon of an event in which quarks in a simple confined dark sector are
produced through an o!-shell A!. The quarks shower and hadronize into mesons, which
decay into Standard Model particles. Final states frequently contain many leptons, but can
also include hadrons and long-lived dark states that escape the detector unobserved. Right:
Phase space structure of di!erent kinds of events. An o!-shell A! produces jet-like structure
if "D !

"
s (top), and approximately spherical final states if "D !

"
s (middle). In A!/!

radiative return production, the dark-sector final state recoils against a hard photon.

states that can only decay to Standard Model final states. Gauge boson decays are suppressed
by two powers of the mixing parameter ", and can be prompt or displaced. Higgs decays can
be suppressed by "4, depending on kinematics, in which case they leave the detectors before
decaying to visible matter. Typical events in a Higgsed dark sector can produce between
4 and 12 Standard Model particles, with leptons being a significant fraction and easiest to
observe. Caricatures of these events, with and without a recoiling photon, are shown in
Figure 2. The decay phenomenology is similar in hadron colliders [22], and the pure Higgsed
Abelian case for B-factories has been discussed in [16], though the dominant production
modes and kinematics considered here are quite di!erent.

If the non-Abelian factor of GD is confined, then the physical picture is very similar to
the hidden valley models discussed in [18, 19, 20]. U(1)D mixing mediates production of a
light quark-antiquark pair in the dark sector. These states shower and hadronize, producing
few dark-sector mesons with a roughly spherical distribution if the ratio

"
s/"D is O(1),

and collimated jets if this ratio is large. Unlike the Higgsed scenario, the multiplicity of
mesons in a typical final state is determined by the ratio of the production energy to "D,
not by spectroscopy. Di!erent scenarios are caricatured in Figure 3. These sectors contain
light mesons that can only decay to Standard Model final states. A single event can contain
a combination of prompt and displaced decays, and states that escape the detector. In
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New Strong Sectors

Light mesons

Lepton Jets

High multiplicity final states



Multicore lepton jets (muon only)
General technique for collimated muons 

Loosening isolation for  high multiplicity muon jets

EThad
<!

!
pTµ

Nµ ! 4 ??

Other preliminary techniques/definitions



New Strong Signal Simulation

Sherpa & Herwig
Dark Showering

Dark Hadronization
Sherpa & Herwig

Cascading to SM

Hadron Spectrum 

New Tools

(J. Wacker w/ S. Schumann, P. Richardson, F. Krauss)

DarkSpecGen

DarkSpecGen



Advances to improve theoretical prediction

Showering & Hadronization 
(Abelian & Non-Abelian)

Parameterization/Categorization of Lepton jets & 
Production modes for benchmarks

Implementation of benchmarks into MCs

highlighting sensitivity differences between
Tevatron/LHC/B-factories/Fixed Target/LHCb



Advances to improve experimental sensitivity

Tuning selection criteria to
 improve sensitivity of benchmark  

4-lepton lepton jet parameterization

Separating electron lepton jets from EM rich QCD jets

Mixed 2mu+2e lepton jet study

Hadronic isolation to prevent losses from 
additional dark radiation

Scanning for di-mu resonances in hadronic events (Zurek & Gershetin)



Late Tevatron/LEP or Early LHC 
Analyses and Measurements

Measuring J/Psi production & pT  spectrum

Rate of muons from in-flight decays

Measuring resolution/efficiency at small 
separation



Still making operative definitions of lepton Jets

New signals + tools appearing

Important searches to be done at Tevatron

Summary

Early searches possible at LHC

B-Physics & Fixed Targets Experiments
SLAC Workshop on Dark Forces: Sept 24-26, 2009


